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ALEXANDER: Hello. In today’s programme, we’re taking your questions on 

children’s savings and investments. Of course you can always slip £10 into a 

Christmas card, but you might want to put money towards a child’s future and we’ll 

be looking at the best ways to do that. There are junior ISAs, children’s bonds and 

children’s savings accounts to choose from, but how long do you want the money to 

be tied up for and where can the best rates be found? And if you’re thinking about 

investing the money in stocks and shares, what level of risk are you willing to take 

and what fees might be charged? These are all important considerations. So answering 

these questions and many more will be Jason Hollands from investment service Best 

Invest; Christine Ross, Head of Financial Planning at SG Hambros Bank; and Sylvia 

Waycott, Editor of Moneyfacts.co.uk. Your calls set the agenda, so why not phone 

Money Box Live now on 03700 100 444. And the first question today is from Steve. 

Steve, what’s your question? 

STEVE: Hi, good afternoon. I have three children under 10 and they get small sums 

irregularly throughout the year, a bit of pocket money at the end of every month from 

grandparents and birthdays and Christmas. And what I’d like to do is put that away 

for them in an account that’s flexible, so they can get at it when they want to, but it’s 

got to be manageable over the internet, so that I can take the cash that they’re given 

and then just transfer from my account into their account.  

ALEXANDER: Okay, Sylvia Waycott, what are Steve’s options? 

WAYCOTT: Hello Steve. Yeah, you can put your money or the children’s money 
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into instant access savings accounts for them. Most of these accounts are actually 

branch operated, but that’s not a bad idea because it does actually mean that the 

children get involved in actually taking the money and physically handing it over, and 

the whole process of saving the money becomes sort of a real event. You need to 

actually decide which is more important - the rate on the account or actually sort of 

the operating facility - because some of the best rates are actually branch operated and 

you can get internet accounts but the internet accounts will sometimes require 

restrictions like the parents need to actually bank with that particular bank. So you 

need to have a look around, but there are I mean … 

ALEXANDER: So what are the best rates? 

WAYCOTT: Well Halifax has got an instant access account that you can start with 

just 1 pound, and it’s a variable rate but at the moment it’s paying 3% and that is 

actually really good. If you compare it to you know the adult accounts that are around 

at instant access at the moment, that is a good rate.  

ALEXANDER: And that’s a branch only one? 

WAYCOTT: That is a branch only one, yes. 

ALEXANDER: What about the best online rates then? How do they compare? 

WAYCOTT: Well HSBC do do one at the same rate, but as an adult you need to 

have a premier account with them to get that; and if you are a HSBC customer, then 

you know that’s something to consider. If you’re not, then you can look at the rest of 

the market, but I do think that the majority of them will insist that you open it up in 

the actual branch first. 

ALEXANDER: So there is that Halifax option, which was a branch option at 3%. 

What other rates are out there? 

WAYCOTT: Okay, Lloyds has got an instant access. Again you only need a pound 

to open this, so they’re really accessible to every young saver. That’s offering 2.97, so 

it’s just a little bit less, but still a good rate. Skipton Building Society, they’ve got a 

variable rate, from a pound, at 2.75%. There’s lots of building societies that offer 
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these accounts actually from a pound. There’s Mansfield Building Society, Harpenden 

Building Society. The building societies have really come into their own over the last 

few years. They’ve kind of built up on the fact that a lot of people don’t like the big 

banks and you know they’ve come out fighting with some really good accounts, so 

it’s well worth looking at the building societies. 

ALEXANDER: What if you’re willing to tie your money up for a year say, a little bit 

longer? 

WAYCOTT: Well Halifax has got a kids regular savings account, which is fixed. 

With that one, you need to invest £10, but it’s still accessible. And that one is offering 

a massive 6%, but it’s a variable account and that means that after a year the 6%, 

which is really an introductory rate, drops to whatever the variable rate is at the 

moment. 

ALEXANDER: And there’s a limit to the amount you can put in that account, is 

there? 

WAYCOTT: No, you can put in whatever you want to put into that account, but what 

you would need to do is you’d need to fill out an R85 to make sure that it was tax 

free. 

Editors note: The Halifax Kids Regular Saver accepts monthly payments from 

£10 to £100 each month by standing order.  Please check with Halifax for full 

details. 

ALEXANDER: Christine Ross, I can see you want to come in. 

ROSS: Just a very brief point. Steve, you did actually say that you’d put all the 

money together in your account and then put it into your children’s account. I’m sure 

this one’s been heard many times before, but there is a rule about children’s savings 

-that if the money were deemed to be parents’ money, then only the first £100 per 

child would be free of tax; essentially that it would use up their own tax allowance. If 

it’s deemed to be parent saving, any interest above £100 in a year would be taxed - 

actually the whole of it, not just the excess - back on the parent. 
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ALEXANDER: Is that £100 per parent? 

ROSS: It is. And I know that interest rates are very low at the moment and that split 

between three children (if these are modest gifts) this might not come into point, but 

as the money builds up, I think it’s very important to segregate money that has come 

from friends and family - for example grandparents - and to demonstrate that it is that, 

even if it does go through your account, and to keep almost a minor audit trail rather 

than it being deemed to be your money. 

ALEXANDER: Steve, I hope … 

STEVE: So would it be simpler for the grandparents to transfer it directly into the 

account then? 

ROSS: Not even that, but just if you kept a little schedule, even an exercise book just 

saying £10 from grandparent and £5 from aunty, and it just shows that although it’s 

gone through your account, this is where it came from. It sounds like a lot of work … 

STEVE: Yeah. 

ROSS: … but you know the interest rate starts to become a moot point if you actually 

find that you’re getting taxed on your kids’ money. 

ALEXANDER: I hope that’s all been helpful, Steve. Has that given you some ideas? 

STEVE: Yeah, it has given me a lot of ideas. I mean one of the problems with the 

branch aspect of it is that we live in a very rural area. We don’t have access to very 

many large towns around and there aren’t that many branches or companies around 

here, so hence me wanting to do it you know over the web. 

ALEXANDER: Sylvia, what are some of the other online options then for Steve? 

WAYCOTT: Well also there’s postal. I don’t know if that appeals. I mean Skipton 

Building Society have got a variable rate instant access, 2.75, and you can operate that 

one through the post.  

STEVE: Oh that’s good. Thank you very much. 
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ALEXANDER: Okay, Steve, thank you for your call. Jackie’s also on the line from 

Suffolk. What’s your question, Jackie? 

JACKIE: Hello. My grandson has been given a lump sum of £5,000. He’s 4 years 

old. 

ALEXANDER: Lucky him. 

JACKIE: And we’ve been charged with the job of investing it for his future - this is 

for long-term, perhaps for university or maybe if he wanted to start his own business 

when he was in his twenties or something - and we’re looking for somewhere to lodge 

that money which is going to give him the best rate of interest and obviously it’s got 

to be safe. We don’t want to go into anything too risky, so any advice please would be 

welcome. 

ALEXANDER: Jason Hollands? 

HOLLANDS: Sure. Hi Jackie. 

JACKIE: Hi. 

HOLLANDS: The Government actually launched a type of account just over 2 years 

ago called the junior ISA, Junior Individual Savings Account, which is actually in 

many ways very similar to an adult ISA and it enables you to invest in a wide range of 

investments from cash … 

JACKIE: Can he have one of those if he’s got a trust fund? 

HOLLANDS: If he’s already got a child trust fund, no he can’t, but … 

JACKIE: Ah that’s what I thought because he’s got a small trust fund that was set up 

by his parents. 

HOLLANDS: Is that a child trust fund? 

JACKIE: I believe so, yes. 

HOLLANDS: Okay, if it’s the government backed child trust fund, then no he can’t 
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open a junior ISA.  

JACKIE: That was the advice we were given by somebody.  

HOLLANDS: But he would be able to invest into the child trust fund. It would be 

worthwhile utilising that allowance because actually child trust fund allowances now 

look very, very similar to junior ISAs. They’ve been harmonised: you can put the 

same amount of money in each year … 

ALEXANDER: Which is? 

HOLLANDS: … which is currently £3,720 to the end of this tax year. And then it 

goes up next year to £3,840. And actually there’s a consultation that’s happening at 

the moment to actually potentially merge child trust funds and junior ISAs. So you 

should certainly explore whether or not there’s any opportunity to use the money to 

invest through the child trust fund. And within that you have a choice of investments. 

You could either put money into a cash type of account. What I would say is he’s 4 

and obviously he won’t be able to get hold of the money till he’s 18, so that’s 14 

years. And I know you said you don’t want to take any risk, but in the world of 

investment, in many ways there’s a relationship between risk and reward and so if you 

put the money into a cash account for 14 years, to be honest you’ll actually lose 

money in real terms; and the reason being is inflation will slowly, slowly erode the 

real value of the money away. So I would argue actually on a very long time-scale 

like that actually you need a little bit of risk, so you know don’t rule out putting 

money into some sort of fund that invests perhaps in stocks and bonds. 

ALEXANDER: Of course stocks and … 

JACKIE: So that would be with a unit trust or something like that? 

HOLLANDS: It could be a unit trust, for example, and it really depends on who his 

child trust fund is with because there may be a limited range of funds on offer. It 

could be in an investment trust. They’ve long been a very popular way of long-term 

savings for children. The fees are often quite low on investment trusts. So it really 

depends on where his account is at the moment, but of course … 
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JACKIE: I don’t know about where it is. I don’t know who it’s with. 

HOLLANDS: Sure. But there may well over the coming year be an opportunity 

anyway to move that into a junior ISA where he’ll have more choice. 

ALEXANDER: Would there be a minimum investment to do something like that? I 

mean £5,000 is a decent sum of money. 

HOLLANDS: Well most junior ISA accounts typically start at a lump sum of £500 

upwards and it depends on the rules of the individual plan manager. 

ALEXANDER: Christine Ross, I suppose some people might think well you know 

stocks and shares, there’s always a risk, and yes 14 years if a child is 4 is a long time 

before they can get their hands on the money at 18, but what if when they’re 18 you 

know something happens and the stock market falls and you lose a lot of that money? 

But you could move that money from stocks and shares in a junior ISA into cash, 

couldn’t you, before that point if you wanted to be safe? 

ROSS: Certainly. I feel that to invest for 14 years in cash is potentially a greater risk 

through inflation eroding the buying power of the money to actually looking at the 

stock market, having investments in a well-diversified, well spread fund, portfolio of 

assets. And just like when someone comes up to retirement, they start to put their 

assets into safer areas, the same applies. Four, five years before needing the money, 

gradually you start to move money - whether it’s into cash or into some form of fixed 

interest security, to basically stabilise what you have, to consolidate. It would be more 

dangerous, I think, to leave the money in cash for that length of time. 

ALEXANDER: Okay and, Jackie, thank you for that question. 

JACKIE: Thank you. 

ALEXANDER: We’ve had an email from Mike. He says, ‘I’m looking to invest in a 

stocks and shares junior ISA for my newly born grandson. What factors should I take 

into account when choosing a fund in which to invest?’ Christine, what would you 

advise Mike? 
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ROSS: For the longer term, although there is a temptation simply to go for growth, 

I’d probably look at a balance. So look at something that because essentially it should 

be tax free, I’d be looking at a balance of income and growth because in the years 

when markets don’t do as well, the dividend or the income that’s derived from the 

investments actually is - forgive me - the bird in the hand. So looking at something - a 

good long-term income and growth fund would be for me the ideal in that scenario. 

ALEXANDER: And, Jason, do you have anything to add to that for Mike? 

HOLLANDS: I think for a long-term investment, don’t forget that the world is much 

bigger than the UK and the UK stock market. It’s where most people tend to start off 

investing, but actually I would go for a global fund, a global equity fund - Aberdeen 

World Equity or Aberdeen World Growth and Income would be good choices, a well- 

managed fund by a big and well-resourced team. Or indeed an investment trust that 

invests across a range of markets. One of my old favourites is the RIT Capital 

Partners Investment Trust, closely associated with the Rothschild Family. That invests 

both in global stock markets, but it also invests in private companies as well. 

ALEXANDER: Okay, Mike, if you’re listening, some ideas for you. Margaret’s on 

the line from Knutsford in Cheshire. Hi Margaret. 

MARGARET: Hello.  

ALEXANDER: What’s your question? 

MARGARET: Yes, we started to save for our grandchildren when they were born. 

They live in France and we have two Smart to Save accounts with the Nationwide. 

One is roughly £900 and the other one about £600. Now is there a way I can transfer 

this to an account that their parents will set up for them in France? Can I do this 

through you know an electronic way or do I have to withdraw the money and then 

convert it, etcetera, to euros? 

ALEXANDER: Christine Ross, can this be done and is it a good idea? 

ROSS: I think we have to look maybe at simplicity here. I think ideally if you’re 

agreeable, Margaret, would be to really pass the money onto the children’s parents to 
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open accounts locally for them in France. 

MARGARET: Yes, that’s what I was hoping to be able to do, but how can I go about 

this? Do I just have to withdraw the money here and take it across? 

ROSS: Yes, I think you withdraw it and you electronically put it into the parents’ 

account for them to open an account locally. Although this is probably excessive, you 

do have an issue here that I’m not aware of the taxation system in France, but you 

know if the children actually owned the money, they potentially have a French tax 

liability. Now I don’t know even if that’s the case - that’s not my area of expertise. 

However, I think to simplify things, although it’s not your original intention, it would 

be to gift the money across, you’ve made that gift, and then for their parents to open 

an account locally for them looking for the best rates just as we would here. It’s not 

maybe the ideal solution or what you intended to happen, but I think it’s probably the 

more practical approach.  

MARGARET: Right, yes, okay. 

ALEXANDER: Margaret, thank you very much for your call. Thanks for that. We’ve 

had an email from Roy who asks an interesting question: at what age can children 

own shares directly? He says, ‘My wife and I are 100% shareholders in our limited 

company. The company invests in stocks and shares and property. We want to begin 

to gift some of our company shares annually to each of our grandchildren, up to the 

limit of the inheritance tax free allowable limit. The grandchildren are currently aged 

8 and 11.’ Jason Hollands? 

HOLLANDS: Children can only directly hold shares in their own name from the age 

of 18. 

ALEXANDER: Ah! 

HOLLANDS:  But prior to that, they can be held by you, the parent, but with their 

initials for example designated on the account, so that when they’re 18 the ownership 

passes to them. 

ALEXANDER: I see, okay, so some options there. We’ve got another question here 
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from Katie. ‘My son is just 16 and for the last few years I’ve been putting the 

maximum into junior ISAs for him. I’ve heard that he can have both an adult and a 

junior ISA between the ages of 16 and 18. Is that so? Those university fees won’t pay 

themselves’, she observes. 

HOLLANDS: She is partially correct. From age 16, you can have a cash ISA, a cash 

adult ISA. So, yes, it is possible that they could have a junior ISA and take out a cash 

ISA, but obviously the cash ISA is limited to £5,760 a year.  

ALEXANDER: Okay. Paul’s on the line from Southampton. Hi Paul, what’s your 

question? 

PAUL: Hello, good afternoon. I was just wondering what the panel’s view was on 

how to best invest for a foster child - whether by way of investment or an account - 

and particularly considering portability because the child may have multiple 

placements and in some instances may go into residential care and also security 

because of these multiple placements? 

ALEXANDER: And is this one particular child that you’re fostering? 

PAUL: Well I have a child in care living with my family here and was feeling the 

obligation actually to sort this issue out and would welcome the advice on how best to 

address it. 

ALEXANDER: Christine Ross? 

ROSS: Paul, how lovely. May I just ask a couple of questions? 

PAUL: Sure. 

ROSS: Is this child relatively young, not a teenager for example? 

PAUL: He is. He’s 6 years of age. 

ROSS: Right. And is it anticipated this child might be having a permanent adopted 

family? 
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PAUL: It is possible, but it’s still in the complexities of the legal issues. I’m a 

short-term carer, so the child will move on at some stage whether it’s either adoption 

or long-term foster care. 

ROSS: The simplest way, you can open a deposit account if you wish to with a bank 

or building society and you’ll be effectively what’s called a “bare” – BARE – trustee 

for that child. In the future, you could remain the bare trustee and the money becomes 

the child’s when they reach 18. 

PAUL: Even if the child has moved onto another family, I can still remain …? 

ROSS: Yeah, you can. 

PAUL: Okay. 

ROSS: However … because you opened it, you gave the money and you know you 

appointed the money for the child. Obviously you know some foster carers do stay in 

touch with their foster children; others, you know there are conditions imposed and 

they don’t. So you could, if you wished, if there was going to be a longer term foster 

carer in the future, you could pass that on and just transfer trusteeship to the new 

foster carer or indeed to adoptive parents depending on what contact arrangements 

are. But certainly when children are adopted, whether they are entitled to any money 

or have any money is one of the things taken into account. 

PAUL: Okay. 

ALEXANDER: Great, Paul, thank you for your call. It sounds like it was useful for 

you, which is great. We’ve had an email from David. He says, ‘I manage a child trust 

fund on behalf of my son who’s 10. I put the money in a FTSE 100 index tracker with 

Nationwide and I see that the ongoing charge levied by Legal & General, who now 

run the fund, is 1.5%. I have other FTSE trackers in my name which charge around 

0.27%. I mean, Jason, that is a massive difference and 1.5% is rather high. 

HOLLANDS: Sure and that is absolutely commonplace in the child trust fund 

market. And the reason being that you’ve ended up with this situation is one of the 

requirements of the old child trust fund scheme is that all providers must offer access 
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to a stakeholder account; and stakeholder accounts have certain conditions, one of 

which is that the charges would be capped at 1.5%. So of course many people who 

took these out thought that this was the sort of low cost, the value option, and in fact 

about three quarters of all child trust funds are invested in stakeholder accounts. 

However, what happened is nearly all providers of these essentially decided just to 

offer an index tracker, which is normally very low cost to manage, but they would 

charge the maximum that was allowed. And so clearly that negates a lot of the benefit 

that you would normally have with a tracker - that they’re low fees normally - but 

instead you’re paying quite high fees. So it does definitely seem like a bit of a rip-off. 

I think the providers would argue that the reason they’re charging that is one of the 

requirements put on them is they must take sums of as little as £250, which was of 

course the government voucher, and so actually to be able to offer those … 

ALEXANDER: There was a cost for them? 

HOLLANDS: … it would be loss making in many, many cases, so they charge the 

maximum allowed. But obviously it is an incredibly high amount of money to pay for 

a tracker and it will guarantee that you will actually very significantly under-perform 

the stock market over long periods of time. And of course the other point to make is 

pretty much all of the stakeholder accounts are in UK index trackers and, as I said in 

an answer to a previous question, the world is bigger than the UK stock market, so it’s 

not very satisfactory. 

ALEXANDER: I mean if you have money in a child trust fund, you can’t move it 

into a junior ISA. A lot of people wanted that to happen and thought the Autumn 

Statement would announce that that could happen, but it didn’t. You can however 

move providers. If you’ve got a child trust fund, you can move providers, but it 

sounds like actually a lot of them have these high charges attached to them. 

HOLLANDS: Exactly, this is unfortunately pretty much universal across the range of 

child trust fund providers. It’s become a very moribund market. We describe it as a 

“zombie” market - in other words, there’s little innovation amongst child trust fund 

providers because there’s little incentive for them to do so. Of course we hope that in 

time actually you will be able to transfer your child trust fund into a junior ISA where 
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you’ll have a much wider range of choice. However, you may decide that you don’t 

want to wait for that eventuality, so you could look to move to a different provider. 

For example, F&C offers a range of investment trusts in its child trust fund. It has a 

£60 minimum … sorry it has a £30 minimum account per fee, sorry account fee. It’s 

£25 plus VAT. So it would only really be worthwhile if there was, I would reckon, 

about £4,600 in the account and then it would start to be cheaper than that 1.5% that 

you’re currently paying. 

ALEXANDER: Christine, would you have any extra advice? 

ROSS: I agree with what Jason’s saying. At the end of the day, because there is less 

availability, these are going to be more expensive. There is this break even thing with 

the providers and what’s most unfortunate is that the junior ISAs and child trust funds 

haven’t yet been merged, although I do feel strongly that that will come in the future 

and in the near future. 

ALEXANDER: Right, watch this space in the meantime. Joan is on the line in 

Warwickshire. Hi Joan, what’s your question? 

JOAN: Yes my question is that your experts and listeners may well remember just a 

few years ago Gordon Brown gave a bonus to children who were born. I think it was 

in the order of £200. And I have discovered recently that children who benefited from 

that bonus or that award are now not allowed to buy ISAs.  

ALEXANDER: Ah! 

JOAN: I can’t understand why. I’ve no further information. 

ALEXANDER: Yes, this is really what we were just talking about then, Joan. Jason, 

if you wouldn’t mind just explaining to Joan what the options are. 

HOLLANDS: Yes. Hi Joan, what you’re referring to is the old child trust fund and 

the feature of that was that each child when they were born would get given a £250 

voucher to open an account on their behalf. Now that probably means, therefore, that 

this child already has a child trust fund and, therefore, they can’t open a junior ISA. 

But obviously the Government are consulting about merging the two and you know I 
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agree with Christine that whilst it’s disappointing they haven’t reported back on that 

yet, that we might hear something perhaps in the next Budget. 

ALEXANDER: We’ve been talking about making investments for children if you 

have a child trust fund there. But Sylvia Waycott, if I could come to you, what are the 

options if you’ve got a child trust fund and the money is in cash? You can still move 

the money between providers even though you can’t transfer that money to a junior 

ISA? 

WAYCOTT: Yes, you can still look around for the best child trust fund on the 

market. The problem is there’s only really seven child trust funds for cash that are 

actually accepting transfers and new money in if you like to them from the child trust 

funds, whereas there’s 40 junior ISAs. So there’s a lot more choice with the new 

account that is being marketed rather than the accounts that are not really being 

marketed anymore. 

ALEXANDER: And presumably the interest rates reflect that lack of competition in 

the child trust fund market? 

WAYCOTT: Yeah, that’s it exactly. 

ALEXANDER: How do the interest rates compare? Let’s look at best buys. 

WAYCOTT: Well with the Yorkshire Building Society, that’s offering 3% on a child 

trust fund at the moment, and that includes a 0.7% bonus for 12 months, so it’ll drop 

after 12 months. But that’s one of the best ones. Skipton Building Society’s also got 

one at 2.65. With the junior ISAs, there’s the Halifax that’s offering 6%, so you can 

see the difference. I mean there’s a few hoops that you need to sort of jump through 

for the Halifax one, but if you have got a child trust fund and you want to move it to a 

better one, there’s nothing to stop you looking for a similar sort of account paying a 

better rate. 

ALEXANDER: And Jason Hollands? 

HOLLANDS: I think, just to add to that, one of the really shocking things about the 

child trust fund market was all these vouchers for £250 were being sent out but 
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actually around about 25% of them were never ever invested by the parents. They 

were lost in a drawer or stuffed down the back of the sofa. And what would happen is 

after a year, if you didn’t open an account with that voucher, the Government would 

essentially just allocate you an account. So what actually happened in the child trust 

fund market is lots of strange small providers emerged who simply got given the 

business without even having to proactively do anything to attract you, and that means 

there’s lots of accounts out there offering very poor rates of return because there was 

never any incentive for them to attract people. They just simply got handed money 

automatically after 12 months. 

ALEXANDER: Would you still pay in to a child trust fund now? 

HOLLANDS: I do pay into a child trust fund for both my two children on a monthly 

basis. You know I do mine with F&C into the Foreign and Colonial Investment Trust, 

which is a good solid global investment trust. It’s never going to set the world alight, 

but it’s a very solid performing investment. 

ALEXANDER: Okay, well Joan thank you very much for your call and for giving 

those ideas to talk about. We have just time for a brief question. This is from Corinna. 

‘Both my children have around £600 worth of premium bonds, have had them for 

about 7 years without seeing any return. Is it worth keeping them or withdrawing the 

money and putting it elsewhere?’ Christine? 

ROSS: I don’t know if this is true, but folklore goes that if you withdraw the 

premium bonds and you reinvest them and you get other numbers, you start to get 

wins. Now I have seen it happen … 

ALEXANDER: (laughs) That’s the rumour. 

ROSS: It’s a rumour. It depends whether you are really trying to make a regular 

return or you like the idea of a disproportionately large return from that money. I do 

like premium bonds. Whether they are a good long-term investment, I think it’s more 

like a lottery where you don’t lose your stake. 
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Editors Note:  NS&I say that each £1 Bond has an equal chance of winning, 

regardless of when or where it was bought. Bonds bought more recently may 

seem to win more often because there are more new Bonds than old – more 

Bonds have been sold in the last six years than in the previous 48 put 

together.  The odds per £1 unit are 26,000 to 1.  You’ll need to hold new Bonds 

for a full calendar month following the month you bought them before they 

become eligible to win prizes. For example if you buy Bonds in March, they will 

be eligible for the May draw onwards. 

ALEXANDER: Okay, Christine, thank you. That’s all we have time for. Thanks to 

Christine Ross from SG Hambros Bank; Jason Hollands from Best Invest; and Sylvia 

Waycott from Moneyfacts.co.uk. And thanks to you for all your calls and emails. Paul 

Lewis is back on Saturday with Money Box at noon and he’ll also be taking more of 

your calls on Money Box Live next Wednesday afternoon when the subject will be 

pensions.  

 

 


